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NEWS

S potting shapes and forms in clouds is a 
fun pastime on Earth, but now scien-
tists can say they’ve  cloud-  spotted on 

one of Earth’s distant neighbors: Pluto.
Alan Stern of the Southwest Research Insti-

tute (SwRI) in Boulder, Colo., who is principal 
investigator of the New Horizons mission that 
buzzed by Pluto in 2015, described several lines 
of evidence leading the team to suggest that 
Pluto may sport partly cloudy skies. “If there 
are clouds, it would mean the weather on Pluto 
is even more complex than we imagined,” 
Stern said.

He presented the findings on 18 October at 
the joint American Astronomical Society Divi-
sion for Planetary Sciences meeting and Euro-
pean Planetary Science Congress in Pasadena, 
Calif. (see http://  bit . ly/  aas - dps).

Cloudy Dreams
Previous observations established that Pluto 
hosts a hazy atmosphere. As sunlight strikes 
the dwarf planet, it spurs formation of the 
haze, composed of hydrocarbons like acety-
lene and ethane. The chemicals coagulate into 
small particles that scatter sunlight, visible as 
the blue mist captured by the Long Range 
Reconnaissance Imager (LORRI) aboard New 
Horizons when the spacecraft flew by Pluto in 
July 2015.

The haze is extremely thin, however, 
whereas patches of particles or vapor that sci-

entists would classify as clouds must be dis-
crete, optically thick objects that block the 
surface, Stern explained.

To hunt for clouds, the New Horizons team 
looked at data from LORRI and another instru-
ment, the Multispectral Visible Imaging Cam-
era. In  high-  resolution images, the team 
spotted several bright smudges at seemingly 
low altitudes that blocked Pluto’s surface. 
They appeared at Pluto’s dawn and dusk, when 
lower temperatures would allow condensed 
clouds to form.

Furthermore, the researchers spotted 
these cloud-like features at low altitudes, 
which agrees with a planetary atmospheric 
model of cloud formation developed by SwRI 
scientists in San Antonio, Texas (see http:// 
 bit . ly/  atmos - model).

However, because researchers lack precise 
altitude data, they can’t yet confirm whether 

the features lie on Pluto’s surface or hang 
above it, Stern said.

Bright News
The possibility of clouds wasn’t the only 
news unveiled at the meeting by New Hori-
zons researchers. The team had also discov-
ered that parts of Pluto, including its 
“heart,” Sputnik Planitia, are extremely 
bright, reflecting almost 100% of the light 
they receive. Nearby dark areas, meanwhile, 
reflect only 8%–10% of received light.

Scientists study the reflectivity of planets 
and other bodies to learn more about how 
old the surface topography and textures are, 
Bonnie Buratti, a principal investigator at 
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory and 
 coinvestigator on the New Horizons mission, 
told Eos.

“Very bright implies a very young sur-
face,” she said, while “darker usually means 
older.”

Pluto’s brightest areas almost match the 
dazzle from Saturn’s moon Enceladus, which 
gets its brightness from active ice volcanoes 
and geysers. However, Pluto’s varied dark and 
light surface more closely resembles another 
of Saturn’s moons, Iapetus, Buratti said.

The findings have implications for more 
than just Pluto’s history: The brightness of 
another dwarf planet, Eris, suggests that it 
could be geologically active, Buratti said. “If 
we went [to Eris], we wouldn’t be surprised 
to see some type of geologic activity,” she 
said.

By JoAnna Wendel (@JoAnnaScience) Staff 
Writer

Pluto Observers Find Possible Clouds, 
Remarkably Bright Surface

“If there are clouds, it 
would mean the weather 
on Pluto is even more 
complex than we 
imagined.”

This image of Pluto taken shortly after the New Horizons’s closest approach in July 2015 shows atmospheric haze backlit by the Sun. The bright smudge in the center of the  close- 

 up image may be a  low-  lying cloud measuring tens of kilometers across.
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